Impact of a needleless intravenous system in a university hospital.
Needlestick injuries are a serious, but preventable problem in the healthcare industry. Industry has developed better devices to protect the healthcare worker. This study evaluates the impact of a "needleless" intravenous system on needlestick exposures and whether the increased cost of this new system could be justified. Exposures were defined and injury reports analyzed retrospectively and following introduction of the needleless IV system. This study indicates that the introduction of a needleless IV system can significantly reduce the number of IV-related injuries that occur in an institution, and is economically feasible. Other categories of exposure (needle-related, related to other sharps, and trash-related) also showed a drop, whereas exposure from the disposal of sharp devices into needle boxes showed a significant increase. This seems to support other findings that in-room needle-box containers have not thus far reduced the number of injuries related to sharps disposal.